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Get superior-quality, A4 photo scanning with the Epson 
Perfection V370 Photo, which features a built-in transparency 
unit for easy scanning of slides, film and negatives. Thanks to 
the scanner's high optical resolution of 4,800dpi and CCD 
(charged-coupled device) technology, you can be confident that 
every detail will be faithfully captured with exceptional clarity.

Epson ReadyScan LED technology delivers scans instantly with virtually no warm-
up time, and is very power-efficient, helping to reduce your energy bills and 
impact on the environment.

Scanning bulky books or 3D objects is no problem, as the Perfection V370 
Photo's lid has an extendable hinge than can open up to 180 degrees. Even if 
parts of the book or object being scanned are not in contact with the scanner's 
glass, they will still be in focus and captured accurately. This is because Epson's 
CCD image sensor technology offers a greater depth of field than the CIS 
(contact image censor) technology used in most comparable scanners.

Simple to use, the Perfection V370 Photo's enables you to conveniently scan to 
email at the touch of a button, or scan to multi-page, searchable PDF. Other 
useful photo and document editing features are available using the included 
software: Epson Easy Photo Fix makes it easy to bring your originals back to life 
by restoring faded colour, removing the appearance of dust and scratches and 
adjusting backlight; Optical Character Recognition (OCR) allows you to copy, 
paste and edit text from scanned documents; and Epson Document Capture 
enables direct scanning to cloud storage services, so you can access your scans 
from any computer or mobile device.

KEY FEATURES

4,800dpi for superior quality
Scan slides, film and negatives
Scan bulky books and 3D objects
Scan to email or cloud storage
Saves power and money



Epson Perfection V370 Photo

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY

Scanner Type Flatbed Scanner

Scanning Resolution 4,800�dpi x 9,600�dpi (Horizontal x Vertical)

Optical Density 3.2�Dmax

Paper Formats A4

Color Depth Input: 48�Bits�Color, Output: 48�Bits�Color

SCANNER

Light Source ReadyScan LED technology

SCANNING FEATURES

Features RGB colour dropout, Automatic area segmentation, RGB colour enhance, Text enhancement, 

Unsharp Mask (USM)

Output formats Scan to PDF, Scan to searchable PDF

Image Improval Grain reduction, Print Image Matching II

CONNECTIVITY

Interfaces USB 2.0 Type B

GENERAL

Supply Voltage AC�200�V - 240�V,50�Hz - 60�Hz

Product dimensions 280�mm x 430�mm x 41�mm (Width x Depth x Height)

Product weight 2.2�kg

Drivers TWAIN, WIA

Included Software Epson Scan

Compatible Operating 

Systems

Mac OS 10.3+, Windows 7, Windows 7 x64, Windows Vista, Windows Vista x64, Windows XP, 

Windows XP x64

Electrical Standards Energy Star Compliant

Humidity Operation�10% - 80%

Temperature Operation�5° C - 35° C

OTHER

Warranty 12�months�Carry in

WHAT'S IN THE BOX

Warranty document
User manual
USB cable
Software (CD)
Main unit
AC Adaptor

LOGISTICS INFORMATION

SKU
B11B207311
Barcode
8715946522364

Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of Seiko Epson Corporation or their respective owners. 
Product information is subject to change without prior notice.
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+ Calls cost 10p per minute plus network extras.
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